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� Know your Cash Look Back MonthsCash Look Back MonthsCash Look Back MonthsCash Look Back Months.  It is set 
in Preferences.

� Setup vendors as A/P, A/R, or both.
�Don’t change vendor names.  If a business changes 

their name, setup a new vendor.







� Leave the Total Amount field (under the 
vendor) as 0.00 and the program will total the 
amount as you add each entry in the detail 
below.  Delete the list line of 0’s, then save.  
Otherwise the program doesn’t know when 
you are done entering.

OR

� Put in the Total Amount (under the vendor) 
and the program will tell you when the entry 
is balanced.





Accurate due dates are important when 
running the A/P Cash Requirement report and 
the A/P or A/R Aging reports.

� On the vendor setup screen 
(Setup/Accounting/Vendors) highlight the 
vendor to change.
◦ If the due date is based on absolute days from the 

invoice date, put in a positive number. (If payment 
is due in 10 days, enter 10)
◦ If all the invoices for a vendor are due on the same 

day each month, put in a negative number.  (If the 
payment is due on the 10th, enter -10)

� Or enter the due date on the entry by clicking 
on the calendar.











� A payment was entered using the check or 
deposit entry instead of through the A/P or A/R 
module.

� The original invoice date is older than the look 
back months.

� Payment was changed and data recovery was run.  
Data recovery removes the link if the original 
invoice can’t be found because the invoice or 
check number was changed.  The invoice number 
is stored in the description field of the check or 
deposit. And the check or deposit number and 
amount paid is stored with the AP or AR entry.



� Run the A/P or A/R detail report by option 7:  
Invoices with payments.  Errors show up 
highlighted in orange.  Run the report again, 
as the report fixes some errors when run the 
first time.











Must have a Y in the 9th position.  To 
see what the other characters mean 
go to Help/Preference/Preference 
table.








